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It’s all about that double bass 
 

 
 

Bass player Linda May Han Oh is at the cutting edge of modern jazz… PHOTO 
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ERIC MYERS 

 

Two extraordinary jazz musicians, bassist Linda May Han Oh and pianist 

Fabian Almazan, presented some fascinating music at Foundry 616 on Monday, 

supported by local drummer Tim Firth. Their program comprised original 

compositions by Oh and Almazan, a formidable husband-and-wife team - two 

bandleaders with separate but overlapping oeuvres. From Australia and Cuba 

respectively but domiciled in New York for some years, they are today at the 

cutting edge of modern jazz.  
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Oh’s clever compositions, such as Yoda, Lucid Lullaby, Firedancer, and Walk 

Against Wind often began with solo statements from herself, the rich wooden 

sound of her double bass confirming her as one of the world’s great players of 

the instrument. The other musicians would creep in, with Almazan sometimes 

doubling Oh’s melody in his bass clef, sometimes playing a countermelody, or 

sometimes emphasising pre-agreed accents with rich stabbing chords.   

 

 
 

The rich wooden sound of Oh’s double bass confirmed her as one of the world’s 

great players of the instrument… 

 

The resultant improvisations exemplified the rhythmic innovations which have 

evolved in jazz over recent years. Playing freely, Oh would often abandon the 

bass’s traditional timekeeping role and, with busy patterns adopted by drummer 

Firth, there were long sections where it was difficult to identify a pulse in the 

music. This approach, while applauded by most, leaves some older listeners 

behind. 

 

On occasions the music would tip over into collective improvisation, before 

resolving into heartfelt sections of stillness and rumination. At these moments 

Oh’s bass lines interacted beautifully with Almazan’s gentle punctuations on 

piano, and the exquisite mood established would generate strong applause.  
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Pianist Fabian Almazan: his avant-garde keyboard style was intriguing… 

 

Almazan’s avant-garde keyboard style was intriguing. There was a richness in 

his playing, obviously informed by a deep-seated expertise derived from 

classical music. His approach was often highly percussive, melding into rippling 

runs up and down the keyboard, and tempered by melodic beauty, particularly 

in his lovely composition The Everglades.  

 

The latter was one of a number of wordless vocals sung by the versatile Oh, 

where she used electric bass. She also sang, this time with lyrics, her affecting 

composition Speech Impediment.  

 

 
 

There were times when drummer Firth’s big sound was unsuited to the subtlety 

and precision of the visitors… 
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Drummer Rudy Royston (right) pictured here with guitarist Bill Frisell: a lean, 

clean approach to the kit… 

 

There were times when Firth’s big sound was unsuited to the subtlety and 

precision of the visitors. American drummers such as Rudy Royston, who 

played here recently with Bill Frisell, are leading the way in increasingly 

sounding more like classical percussionists than traditional jazz drummers. 

Adopting such a lean, clean approach to the kit, is now an option open to local 

drummers. 
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